
Soon on Ethereum Mainnet



Introduction

Galaxy Villains is an upcoming project and community
driven token under the Galaxy Heroes ecosystem.

This is not your regular Crypto Token. Here we build for
the long-term and always based on utility development. 

GVC is your gateway to a decentralized galaxy where
holders can take leadership of their finances and earn
sparkly rewards.

With focus on Blockchain, Web3, DeFi and GameFi
development, Galaxy Villains intends to disrupt the
crypto space and to get known by the masses while
always shooting for moon!

Get to know the project



Mission

We challenge ourselves to push for greatness with everything we do. 

We want to give power to the people by creating enjoyable experiences across
Web3 dapps with social and space-themed game elements, as well as injecting
our original heroes and villains into the metaverse i.e. Sandbox. 

Future technology, science, and space exploration have been the project's
inspiration since day one. We aspire to take on more and more meaningful
partnerships and collaborate with like-minded leaders in the space. 

Bridging the gap between the physical, Web3, and the metaverse.

The power of Blockchain



Values

Community

Galaxy Heroes was introduced as a community-driven token geared
towards fellow superhero fans. 

Led by affluential leaders, GVC's global community is highly involved
and very active across the Defi space, working collectively to achieve
every milestone.

A Global Community



Values

Diversification

Galaxy Villains is a utility-centric token with a focus on
diversity across many areas of the decentralized space - from
GameFi, NFTs, to the Metaverse. 

Some examples include governance mechanisms that will
enable users to have a say in the project decisions; 

A PVP mobile and PC game with a top rated development
team

A fully-fledged DEX with yield farming - all of which will be
connected to the $GVC token, always generating new
revenue streams for the holders.

Ensuring a Safe Space



Features

Gamefi will be P2E type of game with item upgrades to enhance your characters. 

Players will fight through different levels while earning rewards. These rewards will increase with more upgrades done on
the characters until players reach the final boss where they will have the chance to collect the biggest reward of them all!

Gamefi 

Staking
Staking will be available soon,
initially three staking pools will be
created for holders to profit with
passive income while they hold:
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Galaxy Villains will have it's own mobile and pc game that will be based

off GHC and GVC. Galaxy Villains Game will be a NFT Card Game where

players can battle against each other. 

The Game will have a VIP/Reward tree for players as they get wins

against other players. A player can hold up to 40 cards in their inventory

but is only allowed to play 6 to 8 cards per deck. 

With each win the player will be rewarded with key elements to upgrade

their cards. This allows players to improve the graphics and abilities to

lead them up to a Platinum 3D card concept.

Gaming
Galaxy Villains Game

The game will be able to connect to a player’s crypto wallet. If they hold a GHC/GVC NFT they will be able to import that

NFT into the game for a higher tier designed card in their deck. 



BlockChain
Galaxy Villains Chain

Galaxy Villains will also have it's own EVM blockchain that will be gaming oriented but will also accept regular projects as

long as they can be properly vetted.

The objective will be seeking projects and communities along the lines of centralized gaming to onboard for future build

outs, incentivizing partnerships and exploring synergys with each other.

Our blockchain will have of one of the fastest transactions to date for projects that

are solid. We will also be seeking real world changes for the blockchain in a

sense that we can take it at a later date to an actual blockchain algorithm for

complete transparency.

The goal is to have a fast, secure and transparent blockchain for other projects to

develop on and connect through.



Rich and growing Ethereum ecosystem ensures more possibilities for growth with access to

the top technology stack.

ETH supports cross-chain DeFi mechanisms, which increases the DeFi interoperability.

Ethereum ecosystem funds and bootstrap innovative DeFi projects

Network
GVC is launching on the ETH Chain (ERC20) because it is a smart contract-enabled high

throughput blockchain that boasts low transaction fees while maintaining a secure, fast, and

scalable network at the same time.

There are many reasons why GVC was built on the ETH ERC-20 network:

Tokenomics
Galaxy Villains Token



Tokenomics

Name: Galaxy Villains

Symbol: GVC

Total Supply: 1 Billion

Trading Fee: 5%

Network: ETH (ERC 20)

1%

1%1%

Marketing

Buyback LP

Tax Distribuition:

1%
Development

Our focus with these tokenomics is to continue to develop and

progress as a token.

Galaxy Villains Token

1%
Team



Team

Brian Sumner - Founder/CEO
Started crypto journey in 2017, previously worked in
marketing for Crypto projects that hit over $1 billion market
cap. 

A proud BAYC owner and a die hard enthusiast of NFTs,
Brian has been dedicated to GHC for the transparency and
the security of the project. He is the captain galaxy of GHC
and GVC.

A team prepared for the challenge



Roadmap
Follow our plans for the future

Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023

Announcement of Galaxy
Villains
Social Media Built
Private Sale Completed
Mobile Gaming Dev Team
Established
EVM Blockchain Dev Team
Established
Launch on ETH

Focus on Brand
Awareness
Setup a new LTD 
Increase Social Media
Platforms
Beta Testers for Mobile
Gaming
Testnet for Blockchain
Design Phase for NFTs
Partner with VC's

Launch Mobile Game w/
NFTs
Migrate GHC and GVC to
New EVM Blockchain
Massive Media Push



Socials
Check out our social media pages

https://t.me/galaxyvillains

Come visit us at our Social Media Pages:

https://twitter.com/villainsgvc

Official token contract:
0x8dc89f4716e027394bba225b82328c1ea2ea58bf

www.galaxyvillains.com


